


Ai© NOW A WOP© FROM OUR SPONSER 

coining the bane of ay existence.

Although commercials are obviously neces
sary in television they are rapidly be- 

I remember the time awhile back when I
was watching a movie on tv. After I had become sufficiently disgusted with 
the whole business of the commercials between segments of this movie, I de
cided to count the number of commercials and the interval between each group 
of theme I discovered that every ten minutes there were five commercials 0 
The only good aspect apparent to me was the fact that this provided quite am
ple time to run upstairs and get a bite to eat. I would even have time to 
eat the snack upstairs, and not have to bring it down to eat while watching. 
This was fine, except that I wasn’t a bit hungry.

On the other hand the heavy eater has problems with commercials s too. He 
invariably seems to watch the shows with short none-minute” commercials, and 
therefore wishes there wore more of them. Either way somebody is disgusted.

These obtrusions extend themselves to radio, also. The stations in my 
area are not as bad now as they used to be. I remember that station WSPR used 
to have quite a few commercials. More ad time than show time if I -remember cor 
rectly. At the present time you can turn on WBZ and get all the commercials

, you want, if you happen to go for radio commercials. The radio commercials 
arc probably the worse. Most of them consist of some egghead telling you 
to buy something like a used car, forinstance. He has a high, weasel voice

- at all times, and it is very apparent that he is reading verbatom from a cue™ 
card.

Although tv commercials are less frequent (not much so), they are just as 
bad in many cases. Sample:

tf0hr Mildred I what kind of wonderful coffee is this?”
"Whys Hazel, don’t you know? I can see you haven’t been keeping up with 

the latest and greatest tv commercialsI That’s "Vomit”’ brand coffee which
is made from coffee beans while they’re still green. "Vomit” wouldn’t think
of using aged coffee beans in their coffee. They use fresh, new beans. Now 
watch the friendly African negro put his hands into the beans and take a whif I
Wowl See, he likes the smelli By the way, I’m switching brands, I ain’t 
talcin’ no coffee what’s had nigger’s hands in the beans S DAMMIT!"

Of course, the above is a satire, but it pretty well sums up the situation. 
Some of them may bo better than the sponsored show, but even in the present 
state of tv, the hideous commercials make you want to stop watching the show. 
The damn things are in too great an abundance.

...and that’s why I’m seeing more movies at theaters lately.

BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING YOU. I do wish I had the current issue of THE JET 
JOTTER. our printed school newspaper, on hand.

I don’t subscribe to it. because generally it isn’t worth having, but this is-
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sus is* It contains the results of a poll taken by the paper to deter
mine the favorite book at Longmeadow High School* They listed the results 
as twelve books, I thought you night be interested in lenowing that 1984 
scored fifth in the school and that Qn.,bhe Beach also placed, although I 
can’t remember what number it was* I stated in a letter printed in YANDRO 
that four students in ay English class read ^§8^ for one book reprot* I 
said this to attempp to prove the fact that although teenagers may not do 
a hell of a lot of reading; they do read and enjoy science-fiction, even 
though Buck might not think so, My argument is now strengthened by the re
sults of this poll*

CIAWL Namely, Cinder Is A Way Of Life*
When I looked at the repro derived from the 

black masters last issue I gave forth with a vicious guffaw, stomped up 
and down on the floor, and hit the wall rythmaticly five times with a 
closed fist* No, the results were not good* But since the pages were re« 
moteiy readable and I was too damn lazy to retype the mess, I decided to 
let them ride. But I’m through with black master copies*

You may have noticed that I typed the last paragraph of last issue’s 
"Ashes'1 on a purple meter for easy legibility* I did so because that 
last paragraph was rather important* I thought so, anyhow* But now I 
find myself making some more changes< In fact, Ism going the opposite 
way* I predicted that I would produce thick issues ch CINDER on an infre
quent schedule. Now I expect you will recieve thin issues of CINDER on a 
frequent schedule, maybe wen monthly* Don’t believe me, eh? It’s question
able, no doubt* I‘*11 attempt to produce CIN monthly, but a combination of 
schoolwork, bankruptcy, and laziness (mostly laziness) may prevent me from 
doing so*

Each issue will contain, if matters go well, my editorial, ax new fan
zine review column by Vic Ryan, and an article 'ey some Good Fan* A letter
ed will also be included, but that’s nothing new* I would like to turn 
CIN into. somewhat of a discussion-zine, because of jealousy of WAR- 
HOON and DISCORD*

zfy editorials with either discuss a gubject in a critical manner or be
a milange of misdirected nonsence. Probably the latter* The articles 
that get printed will be good* I'm going to be rather choosey here* So, 
if nobody sends material, there will be no article* The lettered ***
well, that's up to you* You can have CIN for an ICC whether it's printed
or not, so send dong some good letters, please* No postcards will be ac
cepted as LOCs* Trades will be on an all-for-all bais, as per usual*

HAND ME MY CANE I’m now a whole, big fifteen years of age* As
of November 23, I entered, into this year of age*

And what’s more, I only have a year to go before I can drive a car **» le
gally* See you at the ‘63 Worldcont

Every night I pray to live yet another year* In this day of progress 
the prediction of death is ominous* As a note of interest I here include
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a noue pasced on xhe back of &n envelope containing a letter from Larry 
McCombs3

"It’s not "Snow" .»* it’s Crystallised Fallout® Bewaret"

Ove?? the loud-speaker at school, while we were having our first snow
storm of the seasons the people down at the principal’s office were warn
ing us not to get too thirsty and eat the snow® The reason was that the 
stuff very probably contained fall-out*

Well, later that day I began to get the feeling of looking at an empty 
canteen while on the desert® So I ate some of the snow® I hope my future 
wife’s children don’t have three or four eyes® I doubt they will. person- 
ally® So unless the town dogs happened to pick this particular spot from 
which I got the snow, I’m fairly safe®

I note that the Geneva talks on a test ban are a complete failure® The 
Russians refuse to OK a ban that would include inspection of the particular 
countries to make sure that they aren’t testing® This forbedes the fact 
that the Russians simply aren’t going to give up nuclear testing® Fa1 ? -n-nt 
will continue to be prominent in the air above us*

Indeed,. living to be sixteen is something I question®

"THIS IS THE OPERATOR? NUMBER PLEASEI" For any of you out there who ever 
feel an urgent need to telephone

me long distance, sy number is Wcust 7-5882® Ky Long-Distance Dialing num. 
her is 413-567-5882® I have no idea whatsoever how long-distance dealing 
works., so don’t ask®

I just found this out a minute ago when I went to the phone and noticed 
an "Area Code" seal on the dial. Before this time I had been under- the im
pression that there was no long-distance dialing in this area® I had heard 
some rumors ox a new ching in dialing around here, but I thought this meant 
we would have our local dialing system changed* Thank Ghod we aren’t® It 
would be most inconvenient®

I can’t think of anything else to say on telephones® Oh well

UNUSUAL BLOSSOMS (with no apology to Buck Coulson) ttcSince there is still 
some doubt in ay 

mand as co xmecher Ryan wall do che .tansine revaews® I accepted his offe3* 
in vhe last CINDER, but there is a chance he didn’t recieve the issue* 1’13 
write him®

CADENZA #3 is available for 20® or the usual methods from Chuck Wells, 2495 
Snerbi'ooke Dr®, Atlanta 6, Ga® It contains an editorial, fanzine reviews, and 
a lettered* j. enjoyed the issue but little else can be said, except that “
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find it deeply disturbing that Chuck Trill no longer completely review all 
the fanzines he recieveso But, after talcing a gander at the long list of 
the fma he recieves, I can see why he finds it nearly impossible to do so a 
CADENZA is still on© of my favorite fanzines„

WARHOON #13 comes from Richard Bergeron, 110 Bank St®, New York 14? NT and 
is available for LOCs, trade, or 20^. This 3_ssue w^s rather startling® 
When I first ■nulled it out of the envelope I almost fell ovex' backwards. 
WARHOON has a" cover I Miracles never cease® And a very fine cover it is? Dick 
My first remarks should be on the outstanding quality of the issue® The 
art is typical Bergeron? that is simple put excellent « The issue is magni
ficently Gestetnei'ed and runs to 66 pages® The nauerial is excellent also® 
I found Dick’s article on Leman l'ather boring. as I did John Berry’s colurmo 
But otherwise, it vias ^uite an issueo Keep them coming? Dick®

TANDRO #106 comes from Robert & Juanita Coulson » Rt. 3? Wabash, Ind® Prices 
20#, or trades® No LOCs accepted fox' a free issue® And since Buck won’t 
take letters in trade it completely shocks sc to here that he has 60-75 pages 
of comment to go through each issue® I accept letters} yet, as this is bexng 
put on mast©!', I have one printable letter, and about 6 letters in all® A 
pretty noor record, CINDER 6 readers® The best uhing in che issue is Gregg 
Calkins’ column? while it is :wt ^msrable, it is vastly entex'taining. This 
installment of DeWase’s star ?lin^yreguLax' column is rather bad® compared 
to past DeWeese work? Ed Wood follows up his first article wiuh another? 
which is rebuttal to an argumnt printed in article form last issue fay John 
Trimble® I fail to see what <111 th© fuss is about® I devoted one para- 
graph of a letter to it? as si town in the lettorcolo. That’s all I feel this 
argument deserves® Oh well, .. 11 never understand these fans® A piece of 

poor fan-fiction preceds a good 
lettercolo Anfair issue for XAN- 
PRO.

SMUDGE #1 (Joe Pilati, 111 S» 
Highland Ave«s Pearl Riven? NY) 
Send him 25# if you want the is
sue® A nice offset cover by Don 
Martin dons this magazine» It 
sets you up to expect a wonder
ful magazine® Well? it isn’t 
a wonderful magazine® Only mod
erately interesting in places, 
but the editors seem capable of 
putting out a good zine in the fix 
ture® Dittoing is poor, but I’d 
be the main one to notice that®

VOID issues 25? 26? and 27 from 
Ted Whites 10? Christopher St., 
New York 14? NX axe an outstand
ing example of a fannish fanzine? 
and a damn good ono in my opinion
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#25 is a very entertaining issue* One comments Why the hell do you print 
so much of that Dave English orud? Personally I feel that this artist has 
no talent whatsoevero #26 is less entertaining, and I haven’t read much of 
#27 yet s but it seems to be the best of the trio* I enjoy the editorials 
more than the rest of VOID, except in 26 when Harry Warner’s ’’All Our Yester
days'1 takes the spotlighte He brings up a good point, something I3ve known 
for a long time but never thought much about* Perhaps the best thing io do 
is not to tout on and on about something like HARP STATESIDE or AHI SWEET 
IDIOCY1 to a person such as I who has never read either of them.- But then 
I might not be persuaded to get something which I might kessa lovcg* I 
guess dulling the affect of a great work to a neo by over-praising it is 
something that can’t be avoided* people feel that everybody loved it in 
their time* so why shouldn’t the neos love it? The neos won’t love it be
cause things have improved so much as to make a great fmz of the past seem 
only slightly above average now* But. Harry says all this in his column, 
so FH shut up..

XERO #? from Pat & Dick Lupoff. 215 73rd St*t New York 21, NYOjfor35^s LOCs 
that are published, limited trades, or 35^« Beautiful coior The
cover? I haven't the faintest idea who drew it, except that whoever he is has 
his styles mixed up, but doubtless that is intentional* Included in these
5^ pages is are book reviews and an article on Tolkien by Lin Carter, "The 
Slant Story” by Walt Willis, "Don’t Call Us Will Call You" by Donald E» 
Westlake, fanzine reviews, comic book material by Don Thompson, and a letter- 
column* A hell of a lot of good material, isn’t it*

FREE PLUGS DEPT* Although I won’t make a constant practice of devoting 
editorial space to plugging fanzines* people, etc* I 

will make an exception here* Since this sine is the first one I received 
and the first one to print my materials although it was poor- I feel it is 
only right* Anyhowk I like the editor*

TERROR, a semi-professional horror magazine* 28 full size lithographed 
pages per issue* If possible, we will feature a full color Litho
graphed cover for issue #5° And quite arnumber of great things in the horror 
vein are also planned for later* release* Samples only 2^ each* (Sorry but 
no back issues are available*) TERROR ANNUAL #1. the best from issues #1. 2, 
and 3 of TERROR Magazine, plus an additional 50% of all new material -— 
superb fiction, articles} artwork, perhaps a full color comic section, and 
as an added BONUS a Monster Calender* for 1962! Supply will be limited* 
Ohly 50^0 Order either or both froms TERROR Magazine

PO Box 71^ 
Costa Mesa, Calif*

Although X don’t agree that the articles and fiction are superb. I can tell 
you that the artwork is uniformly excellent* And, anyhow. the editor is a 
good man* So get a copy?
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LIFE AMONG THE ANIMALS 
a book review
Animal Farm by George Orwell
Signet Classic CD3 2 50^ 

nise the animal character: as

As a satirical work Animal Farm 
stands ouv as a brilliant classic. 
It‘s satire is uniformly excellent, 
and the truth of OrwellSs ideas is 
proven again and again as wex recog- 

symbols of actual types of people.
We see in 'the character of Snowball the person who is working to help the 

that no matter what the intentions of the peoplepeople. But Orwell prove;
and che leaders are. a perfect socialistic government can not be attained^ 
One person always wants more individual pox^er, In Animal Farm a pig named 
^aP°Jeon ^P1^30^3 this person. At one point in the book Snowball is ousted 
and Napoleon soras a complete totalitarianism, Orwell satires the ways used 
co gain more power, Napoleon gradually changed the Seven Commandments. which 
were se-c dowi immediately after the revolt, to suit himself. The public of 
animals is led to believe that Napoleon is a wonderful leader, that con- 
ditions are better than in the time when Jones ran the farm, and that Snow
ball is aw fault xor anything that goes wrong.

The most admiral symbolism is that of the common animals as the public 
°~ a state, Orwell brilliantly attacks the stupidity of the
public in matters of government, Orwell shows in an excellent manner how 
easily the public can be led to believe almost anything, The most inter- 
esving symbol is that of Boxer, the horse. He symobelises the person who 
is dexmitely the most compleue devotee to the totalitarianistic state. He
~ara ko brain. He believes in the two maxims which follows 

"I will work harder,”
’’Napoleon is always right,”

DEAR DIARY 
a book review
Level g by Mordecai Roshwald 
Signet Books Di 956 5 50#

strnotion and complete death

I found Level. 7 to be outstanding, 
and very depressing. Depressing in 
view of the fact that it"points out 
vividly that if an atomic war occurrs 
there is no escaping the total de- 

that would result.

. Presumably the complete diary of a man stationed on this le
vel, He is a member of the PSI command or the center where the buttons are 
pushed bo loose che missies at the Soviet Union, Obout the first hundred 
pages of the book are t;Hcen up vrith information and opinion on the set-uo 
of protection from Atomic Blasting in the United States,

There are seven levej.Sc The first tuo are .for the common people, and 
levels 3, 4, and 5 for rhe elite of society and for people necessary to the 
society,, such as doctors, scientists, and teachers. Level 6 is the defense 
center, or PBY command, .Level 7 is for offensive measures, E

The author tells of the air and water systems, sewage system, the types 
of food eaten, etc, on Level 7,
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Then the buttons are pushed, The remainder of the book explains the 
destruction above, and final complete destruction of civilization below 
uhe earth3s crust, After reading the book, the horrid consequences of nu
clear war seem more ominous, As I said. Level $ is depressing.

However, I find a few holes in the excellence of the book. First of all.-, 
why are the people of level 7 given nothing with which to occupy their 
time? All X-127, the '’hero'1 of the books did was to spend a short while 
each day setting his edeas down on paper supplid for hinu He also had 
one half-hour a day in the so-called ’’lounge’*, and a shift during which 
he sat. in front of a board with a number of buttons on it. Despite space 
limitations surely there could have been a number of books0 Not a full 
library, as pointed out in the book., but a few books to give the people a 
chance to ease their mindsn Why weren't they allowed to play cards? The 
author portrays an incident in the lounge where some men were gambling use
less money on the flip of a coin. There is a fight, so the game is put 'bo 
an end. An announcement is made that there will be no gambling on level 
7° So, we are shown that games are not to be played to prevent arguments 
that would set the Efficiency of level 7 back, Khy couldn't they play 
bridge or solataire? There is no gambling involved in these games* Being 
a fan, I think that having a mimeograph and some supplies would provide 
people with some amusement6 The population of level 7 could spend some 
time printing, writing for, and reading an amatuer magazine® The argument 
against all of this is that amusements such as I have mentioned might create 
instability0 1 contend that people are only human, and having nothing to 
do would make them nervous wrecks.

Secondly, after the war is over (it takes 2 hours and 58 minutes) the 
gradual death of people on levels 1-5 is portrayed* Then suddenly all con
tact with level 6 and the former enemy stops. No reason is given as to how 
the fallout got into these levels as there was in the explanation of death 
on levels 1-5*
From the tale 
of death on. 
those levels 
wo know that 
diening from 
fallout takes 
some time. 
Yet contact 
stops immed
iately« Ev« 
ally Roshwald 
could think 
of no reason 
other than 
the one he 
had planned 
for level 7, 
so rather 
vhan be un-
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original, he just stated that- all others except those on level 7 were 
dead*

Thirdly, the death of level 7 is caused by an accident* This is very 
bad craftsmanship* Roshwald was trying to make the point that nuclear 
war would cause total destruction, yet he has the final death caused by 
an accident* The atomic reator filtering in air from underground sources 
line with plantlike mchanisms (carrying on photosynthesis, which keeps 
the air pure) broke* Fallout leaked in* If this had not occurred the 
people might have lived another 499 years as planned*

Certainly, to males his point better, the author should have worked out 
a death that was not caused by an accident* In ary book, in a section 
so important as this, an accident or coincidence should not bring about 
the climax*

However, after all. my quibbling. I did greatly enjoy the book and highly 
recommend it*

READERS, NOW HERE THIS Please, please0 please COMMENTS I received 
eight letters of comment on this issue* This 

obviously is very poor* I put a hell of a lot of time, money, and sweat 
into the last issue, and only eight people felt like commenting* This 
is certainly not satisfying return for a fansine*

A±so, contributions are not "rolling in"9 either*

If Ism to publish a fanzine, a good ones I’ve got to have support* I 
wrote most of this issue myself but there are many, many writers in fandom 
that are much better than I*
STATUS Good {/)

Weakening ( ) 
Bad ( )
Do somethingt ( )

I SENT THIS TO YOU BECAUSE You commented ( ) .
You contributed ( )
You sent money ( )

You’re last issue is ( ) 
We trade, all-for-all (V) 
PLEASE CONTRIBUTE (\) 
PLEASE COUffiST (X) 
This is a reviexi copy ( ) 
This is your last issue ( )

Unless you do something ( )
I like you (Y)



TED WHITE;, 10? Christopher St,: New fork t^s HI -«• CINDER ^6 does noo seam 
outstanding? but I was quite amused by the Cascio item, xou 11 find vhe 
reason for my amusement when you read ruy editorial in VOID 27? this Cascio 
seems destined to carry on the Message of Warren A- ureibeign

Cascio has a good case of Running On At The Mouth Desease, which no doubt 
someone will eventually plug with his fcoto He xknows so little that there s 
hardly any point in arguing with him® He decends into raving in his reply 
to Willick- for instance* He seems totally unawai’e of what the uem “ENF ■ 
means (and no -Jack, George WilliCk is not yet one, although sones might nom- 
aaate him as LMJ)* Living in Nev? fork I've had the oportunity to talk to 
the stf editor’s none of whom have refused me "the time of day.tu Of course <, 
there are only four scf editors in the magazine field today, and since for 
every '•Ackerman and Shaw" Cascio is going to give us ciro who hate fans, I 
Suspect his cause is doomed^ Cascio1 s notion that "fandom today nas done 
move to kill stf than any other single cause” is demonstrably absurd <,

I recall when I began publishing fanzines that Dean Grennell, who was one of 
the top BNFs- of the day (in a more active fashion than he is today, alas) 
freely’sent me his ®UE for my thin crudzine» He didn't haggle* On the och©? 
hand * several publishers of crudzines no more than a cut above my own very 
definitely did

But then, so is Cascio..

T think your pages 2.5 and 2k are reversed, /Aha? Old Sharp Eye White no
ticed chaco I didn3t discotw my error untsl after X had run off the 
whole zine and collated and stapled the first copy.. and by then ir VJas too 
late /

four lettercolumn seems devoted almost entirely to vro question of fanzines 
for fun or profit, and -.t 1? interesting to see how the letterwriters stack 
up on this.. Without wanting to be dogmatic - I would say the fans whose sines 
1 prefer to read, or whom I dig more are people who prefer the looser policy 
of "giving away" their fanzines; while the NJFish deadly serious types would 
prefer to make a profit tote those ledgers, etc vnings makes some good 
points. but for me his on who he will trade rith, and the worth of
LOCs are sharply colored by : y opinion of his fanzine, which is low* I 
mean if you’re nubbin crudzine (as Cascio mosi definitely does. and Jen
nings has not totally escaped), why haggle over wi zines you 11' trade for? 
Be glad you can get what you do I
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I think I can safely say my crudzine pubbing days are long gone, and I 
try to trade for nose of the zines X receiveD By policy is one of ^arg- 
lug a ridiculous price for VOID (although 25# is no longer the ridicu
lous price it was when we began it; perhaps Is11 increase it to 35# w 
50#)? with no discount for subscriptions» However, this is merely so that 
those who feel impelled to subscribe will not waste ry time by logging 
sticky dimes m my cardfile —. they usually send soggy dollar bills o The 
rest spend a quarter a copy, and if they like it they send a letter of co® 
meat* and off we go

I try, as I saidF to trade for most of the zines I receive- and will, 
if pressured, even for those I care little for® Sometimes I forget to note 
when a zine cones in (as with CINDER.. Larry) and the faned in question as
sumes a Hurt Look in his next letter or zineo Sometimes s as in the case 
of a comic book fanzines., I am suprized that the editor wishes to trade — 
it being so obvious that VOID offers nothing to comic book fandom* In one 
case. I received a hectoed bunch of advertisement called NORB’S NOTES, which 
I glanced over and filed awayu After several of these things came, I received 
a letter from the editor asking why I hadn’t the courtesy to tradec Well, 
I hardly think his zine is a zine, but if he wishes to make an issue of itr 
x!m not going io fink out on him; I put him on the Listc

Point it9 as some of these younger faneds haven’t realized, fanzine pub
lishing has ggt to be fun. It has to he, because there is nothing else — 
nay^ not even Money which will pull you through eight or move years of 
fanzine publishing.. Chores are chores 5 and bookkeeping is oho of them., 
More important., the whole setup of fanpubbing has got to be enjoyable io the 
editor.. He’s got to want to see those letters and reviews come in, other
wise, why mail out his zine? -Joe Pilati may figure he’s got to break even 
on fanpublishings but I bet if he ever does he won't keep at it for longe 
The pleasure of communicating with people is far more important, and it 
goes beyond simple egoboo- Those LOCs are sign that what you do is not 
being lost in a void; that it is being appreciated and responded toP

And as for Gorman and Dcdd, who feel impelled to answer their letters-of- 
comment, aligned I Why? That’s a chore* When a direct question is asked.
that’s one thing, but there s hardly any point in ackowledging a list of 
X~liked3s<> No wonder Gorman grew weary, and Dodd hasn’t published anything 
of significance in yearso I figure a LX is much the same as a trade far
sy fanzine — since I handle such in 
much th© same way, on a roughly all™ 
for-al'L basis — and my next issue 
is ackowledgement enough, especially 
if I print a portion of the LXC

Why, I could go on. but I trust the 
message is clear? in fanpubbing,aa 
void obligations and chores which 
can turn fun -.Into drudgery*
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GEORGE C. WTLLICK, 306 Broadway E Madison, Indiana — Tils good to see 
that Ed Gorman has not expired completely o I remember writing hirae once 
and telling him to lay off writing so much and to try and limit himself, 
Lesins as though he has gone from one extreme to the other.

Ed is one of the few fans I know who should not gafiate. Fandom is bet
ter place because of him. We usually disagree on everything but this has 
nothing to do win his value, I know how he feols since I am in the midst 
of fighting off a gafia which is a result of a year’s hyper-active fanning.

At the Midwescon Ed and I were talking and Cascio happened to come up, I 
knew little about him and the end result of the conversation was that Ed 
shook his head and said "Cheei!P After reading his comments re me I can only 
do a poo?? imitation of shaking my head and saying "Chee”,

But Cascio angers me. Not what he says, but the demented overtones that 
go with it, I won’t bother to refute the obvious things such as considering 
myself a BNF0 First off f BNF is a term with abvious humorous implications. 
Anyone who takes this seriously is either very uninformed or just plain 
stupid. And io take your self-righteous finger and point to a non-existant 
mass of gas and call it Bag-Name-Fanism and try to prove that this is E^I-L 
well., bat your head against a wall foi' all it matters.

Everyone enters fandom with an idea that he is the best thing to happen 
all year and that he will wow everyone with his insights and off-beat philos
ophies, And naturally, you get putddown and either grow up or go home, Cas-> 
cio, however, is the exception to the rule and has done neither. He remains 
the sane. And this is fertiliser upon which nut trees grow®

Cascio can show us two editors who disregard fans for every editor who 
ixstens to them. So what?

Fandom has done more to kill SF than anything else? Really, Cascio, you 
are an ass. If editors don't listen to fans then how can they have done 
more than anyone else lH SF? ^y your own mouth, it would seem that 
editors are twice as responsible. You can’t FORGTVE us? Ha! Who cares? 
If there is one thing that keeps fandom awake at night it is the fact that 
Cascio will not forgive them for Railing SF.

And here he goes ?I shall not be browbeaten by unwritten laws that 
make me publish a certain way,’ «... ’Ged help Shaver and Palmer and deliver 
them from the fans.1 . 'The only way to get an honest appraisal is to get 
it uyselfc: etc. etc..

Now undoubtedly, Cascio can point to me and say, 1!SEEf HE PROVES IT1,: 
Well., don’t get carried away by letting one person form the opinions of the 
mass. For after all; Cascio is after and honest appraisal and my honest 
appraisal of him and his thoughts can’t be printed.

Degler. anyone?

Good issue.
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f don’t have the usual amount of level-headedness

HARRI WARNER, 423 Summit Ave,, Hagerstown- Maryland This is a bad night 
for me to write you a letter of comment on CINDER* Isve just a few hours 
ago taken photographs and written the story about the annual banquet for news. 
paperboys in Hagerstown* We have 275 of the squirming little thingson the 
the two local, newspaper, and I spent four hellish hours in a badly over- 
packed auditorium* Each bey was allowed to bring one parent or other 
guest of his choice, but some parties locked like family reunions, causing 
the crowded conditions. The food was cold, the football coach who dad the 
speech turned out to have a disgustingly girlish voice, and I had to walk two 
blocks in the rain with that heavy camera and flash equipment for lack of 

parking space* I’m sure 
you are a much better 
quality newspaperboy than 
the ones around here*

SCascio Revisted1’ 
gives sue a fairly good 
idea of the reasons for 
the violence displayed 
els©whf»re in the issue 
in connection with him, 
I suppose he’s kidding 
when ho talks about tak
ing a gun to a convention, 
but this is something that 
bothers: mes the danger 
that seme person will b© 
drunk enough or angry ea 
nough io take a weapon 
into a big fan gathering 
and it goes off a couple 
of times* Evon if nobody 
got hurt seriously, one 
incident like this might 
be enough to keep world 
conventions out of the best 
hotelsa

I enjoyed the Joe Pilati item very much, both as a piece of humor and as

I3d probably be a suck
er for the tourist traps 
that Bob Coulson describes.: 

or whatever uou cal 1, th© 
ability to know whether something is tilted* There were several spots in 
this county where I could have had a serious accident, the first time I 
drove there, because I stepped down on the acceleratoi’ unde sr the illusion 
that I was climbing a hill when I was actually going down g. grade with a 
sharp curve at its end* I try not to‘thing about what would happen if I 
had the task of landing an airplane*
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a fairly factual article with only slight exaggeration,. Lovecraft seems 
to bo much outer than inner just now,, but that’s the only thing I quibble 
ah our o

Ed Gorman’s article under the “Wordage” head should be reprinted in ev- 
' cry edition of the Neofan’s Guide as a warning about what can happen* Most 

of us go through crises along these lines, but Ed’s seem to have been even 
more severe than usual and could serve as an Awful Warner* His other item, 
!tThe Whirling Beanie”, isn’t quite as effective, because it generalizes a 
little too much and contains some errors of fact* Fandom, for instance, 
didn’t start in 1939; although the Second World war did, and Ed’s mistake 
is understandable, because it’s frequently hard to tell, the difference be
tween two things with so many points of similarity*

It’s nice to see in the letter column that some other fans agree with me 
that speed-reading is not as desirable as most persons think* The disad
vantages involved seem to me to outweigh^ ths benefits, unless the reading 
is done for some specific reason like making more money the faster you read, 
as a literary agent may do* But I’ve observed that the people who are 
proudest of their fantastic reading speeds are the least likely to enjoy good 
style of a writer; they don’t see enough of the words to recognise the dif
ference between stylish and weak writing*

All the soul-searching over trade and loc policies reminds me of the un- 
t comfortable fact that I was in fandom so long ago that the policy of giving 
= a free issue for a letter of comment hadn’t been invented yet* It would be 

nice if someone with much patience and many old fanzines would hunt and hunt 
• until he found uhowwas responsible for intorducing the practice* I don’t 

think any fanzine was doing it in 1942, when I published my last subscription 
issue of a fanzine* Complicated trading systems hadn’t been invented then, 
either* You just sent all you issues for all of the other guy’s and stopped 
sending trade copies if he showed no signs of life for six months or so* I 
nver expect editors to write letters in response to my letters of comment 
This could develops into troublesome fannish etiquette, if every editor under
took this task, and the commenters then decided that it was necessary to re
ply to these answers, and the editor didn’t want the replies to his answers 
to go ignored and wrote letters in response and the readers — well.yyou can 
see what would happen to the nation’s supply of postage stamps*

» ALSO BEARD Mt ALLEN 6. KRACALM 
cOE
SETH JOHNSON
JERRY BAILS

My deepest thanks to those who wrotet 
To those who didn'tf get on the ball*
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